
Don’t Do Me That

Calling up an instinctual protection for intellectual survival, students struggled to distance 
themselves from the mind-numbing effects of a testing-day wear and tear.   However, as year 
after year of a nationally instigated testing fervor gained momentum:

For many? 
Worn and torn remained the unhappy reality. 
Certainly it was the case for Gerardo.
As a culturally-different child from a very poor, non-English-speaking family – well, due 

to the benevolent intentions behind an über-compassionate answerability?  Being a student lucky 
enough to be receiving an aggressively repeated but surely munificent statistical attention, over 
the years Gerardo had been forced through innumerable tests.  And, as these incessantly 
administered tests had proven beyond a shadow of a doubt: 

What this boy unquestionably needed?  
Was more tests.  
One day as we were inching our way through an exceptionally long morning filled with 

yet more assessments, being a student likely to employ a rip-the-bandage-off approach to 
academics, Gerardo finished a section of his exam at light speed.  A generous amount of time still 
sat, however, heavy and immovable, upon the clock.  Closing his test booklet and pushing it to 
the side, Gerardo reached down to take a Language Arts’ novel from his backpack. Sitting back, 
he made ready to read. 

As I walked by his desk, gently I pulled the book from his hands.  
This year’s fixer principal had made it very clear: No reading.
Heaving a sigh, Gerardo turned his head and began to gaze aimlessly up at the wall.  

Motivated toward finding a solution, suddenly he sat up, leaned over, and once again rummaged 
through his backpack.  Pulling paper from a notebook, he picked up the pencil handed out for the 
test and began to draw.  On the next round past his desk, silently I appropriated the paper.  

Sorry; an additional rule this year?  
No drawing.
Staring longingly up at the clock, Gerardo began to tap his pencil, at first unconsciously, 

and then methodically, on the top of his desk.  An imaginative, tiny drumbeat soon filled the 
room.  Catching his attention, I shook my head; soundlessly pointing to the other students still 
testing, I reached out yet again.  

This time I took his pencil.
	
 Defeated, Gerardo’s head flopped down to land resignedly upon his desk.  Arms 
outstretched, his hands still held and manipulated the inch-and-a-half-long pink testing eraser.  
Only a few minutes had passed before he had inadvertently torn off a small corner of the rubbery 
substance.  Intrigued, he sat up.  Carefully balancing the fragment of eraser between his thumb 
and forefinger, he positioned a digit from his opposite hand and shot the tiny missile in a high arc 
across the room.  Thwack.  The scrap of eraser smacked delightfully into the very center of the 
vindictively offensive clock.  His face lit up in a happy grin.  

Reluctantly, I passed his desk and confiscated what remained of the eraser.
	
 “Aw, Miss!”  His expression collapsed in a beleaguered resignation.  
	
 “Aw, Miss,” he remonstrated plaintively: “Don’t do me that!”
	
 Funny – but those were my sentiments exactly.  

Why did we do that?



	
 Why did we force test upon test, hour upon hour, day upon day?  
	
 In reform-invaded buildings proposing a modern-day interest in forging a true education, 
why did we now impose day after day of:   
	
 No reading.  
	
 No writing.
	
 No drawing.  
	
 No classwork.  
	
 No homework.  
	
 No computers.  
	
 No phones.  
	
 No talking.  
	
 No noise.  
	
 No wriggling.  
	
 No tapping.
	
 No moving.   

And – for teachers?  
No grading; no planning; no organizing; no filing; no reading; no writing; no researching; 

no emails.  
And, some years, in some schools, although testing might run for hours?
No sitting. 
No kidding.

	
 As, over the years, testing-day schedules evolved into increasingly orchestrated affairs 
where unhappy reformers jumped up to dictate any and all pre-test activities, exam logistics, 
post-test protocols and, on a good day, restroom break allowances – it began to appear that a 
supplemental No would soon be added to the mix of testing-day expectations:  
	
 Absolutely?

No thinking.*

*What irony when, as China begins to recognize that generations of test-focused citizens seldom think outside the 
box, and that the notably largest percent of economy-enriching entrepreneurial patents have  been traditionally 
developed and registered inside the United States – in an effort to prove a globally “exceptional” standing?  The 
United States now moves toward a standardizingly statistical, think-only-inside-the-box testing.   


